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Press Release 
New features & accessories – in CCMENA 2016 Stop Noise announces further 

development steps for their new innovative Hybrid X device. The new features 

and accessories offer body worn camera functionality, convenient carrying 

and vehicle use and also ensure that the charge will last through the longest 

working shifts. 

The Hybrid X concept, which bundles a remote speaker microphone with a rugged 

and secure LTE smartphone, was originally introduced in Critical Communications 

World 2016 Amsterdam by the TETRA accessory specialist Stop Noise Finland Ltd. 

The Hybrid X helps authorities and other professionals with the parallel use of their 

Professional Mobile Radio system and LTE by bringing the PMR audio and fast 

LTE data into one handheld device. Since the introduction, the Hybrid X body worn 

camera functionality has been further developed as well as the holders and clever 

solutions for charging the equipment on the go. 

Dubai, United Arab Emirates, November 7th 2016: The Hybrid X with all its latest 

features and accessories is presented at Stop Noise stand D12 in Critical Communications MENA 

exhibition, in WTC Dubai on the 7th and 8th of November 2016. The unique Hybrid X (patent 

pending) from Stop Noise allows a professional radio user organization to keep using their existing 

radios for mission critical audio communication and to get all the advantages of an LTE 

smartphone in a single rugged handheld device. Even if the organization migrates fully to LTE, 

they can use Hybrid X as a tactical extension to the LTE smartphone.  

In addition to the remote speaker microphone attached to the backside of a rugged & 

secure LTE smart phone, the Hybrid X with its new Smart Holder offers also body worn camera 

functionality in the same device. The body worn camera uses an extra wide angle lens to capture a 

big field of view. The new on-the-go charging solutions ensure that you can film for hours and 

hours without the fear of an empty battery. 

The newly released accessories also enhance the user experience in vehicles. 

Vechicle holders enable docking the Hybrid X device in two ways: with the smartphone touch 

screen or the tactical Hybrid X side towards the user – naturally both options come with charging. 

An additional solution enables showing the smartphone display on a bigger screen in the vehicle. 

 

For more information please contact Product Manager Mikko Salonen: +358400845775 

mikko.salonen@stopnoise.fi Official brochure can be downloaded from www.stopnoise.fi. 
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